
Terminology: Group Proportion - the ratio of key-value heads to total
heads in GQA models; KQV proportion - the ratio of new key/query and
value vectors’ sizes to the original ones; batch size - number of inputs
processed for inference in parallel. 

We train on the TinyStories dataset,
evaluate quality on BLiMP and
GLUE/SuperGLUE to test natural language
understanding and measure inference
speed for small and large batch sizes in
Python.

Figure 2: Modified GQA

Transformers have led to the rise of various language
models, including those that generate text. A prominent
example is the GPT models used in ChatGPT.

One of the challenges researchers have encountered is
optimizing the speed of text generation. This challenge arises
from autoregressive decoding, where each token is
generated sequentially, with each new token contextually
dependent on all preceding tokens. 

The inference is important to optimize whether:
Saving on operational costs;
Allowing the model to operate in a resource-constraint
environment (e.g., locally);
Providing good user experience in real-time applications.

Notable speedup techniques include altering attention
dimensionality, namely - Multi and Group Query Attention
(MQA and GQA) [1] and shrinking key and value vectors [4].

Research Goal: To explore possible
trade-offs and better understand
the properties of existing
approaches. This will effectively help
select an optimal architecture based
on needs in future applications.

To achieve it, we:
 Assess previously non-
addressed properties of GQA and
introduce a modified GQA that
allows for more possible
configurations;

1.

 Compare GQA models to
reduced keys/queries and values
(KQV) models in terms of speed
and quality;

2.

Try a combined approach.3.

Autoregressive decoding forces to store all the previous token
representations (called key-value cache). This causes a
memory bottleneck, a bigger issue than parallelizable
computation [4]. Thus, the techniques are aimed at decreasing
the cache size.
Figure 1 shows a comparison of MHA vs. GQA vs. MHA.
As for the MHA vs. GQA vs. KQV:

MHA has keys and values for all attention heads; 
GQA has them for fewer heads (but of the same size); 
KQV models have them for all heads, but each vector is
smaller (including queries).

Implications:
The lack of proportionality in Figure 3
could be due to the modified GQA
overhead;
The decrease in Figure 4 could be due to
removing excessive attention heads;
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Figure 1: High-level Comparison of Standard Attention, GQA, and MQA
Taken from Ainslie et al. [1]

RQ1.1 Relationships between speed and
quality for different group ratios (GQA)?
RQ1.2 Effect of the total number of
attention heads on GQA performance?
RQ2 Speed and quality difference
between GQA and KQV models?
RQ3 Combined approach performance?
To answer the questions, we train small
GPT-Neo [2] models* on the TinyStories
dataset [3] and evaluate quality and
speed (when applicable). We introduce a
modified GQA approach (Figure 2) for
more possible group ratios to account for
smaller total number of heads.

Figure 3: RQ1.1 - Speed to Quality Proportions for Various Group Proportions 

Figure 4: RQ1.2 - Quality Decline Relative to Corresponding Baselines with
Fixed Group Proportion for Various Numbers of Attention heads

Figure 5: RQ2 - Quality Difference Between GQA and KQV models, where the KQV and
GQA proportions are equal. A negative difference means KQV performs better.  

*To eliminate the
number of
parameters from
the equation, FFN
width is adjusted to
have the same
number of
parameters for
each model. 

Table 3: RQ3 - Performance of the Combined 
Approach Next to Individual Ones, resulting 

in the Equivalent Key-Value Cache Cut

Table 2: RQ2 - Full Speed and Quality Pair-wise Comparison of GQA and
KQV Models Leading to an Equivalent KV-Cache Cut.

Observations:
Speed and quality have an inverse relation
in GQA; with the large memory
consumption, it becomes close to being
linearly proportional;
The more attention heads there is, the less
GQA degrades the quality given the same
group proportion;
KQV models tend to be faster but of lower
quality. With the lower group and KQV
proportions, however, the difference in
quality vanishes;
The combined model’s metrics lie in
between those that use individual
approaches.

KQV models could be faster due to reducing the number of
floating point operations or due to modified GQA overhead
The combined model could be a valid way to expand the
range of options available for choosing the desired trade-offs. 

Table 1: RQ1.2 - Performance of GQA Models with a
Fixed Group Proportion for Different Numbers of

Attention Heads Next to Corresponding Baselines

Main Limitations:
Overhead induced by modified GQA;
The models are trained on one epoch

Future Work:
Addressing main limitations and trying to train on a better
dataset and evaluate with other quality metrics;
Trying post-training optimization with various techniques.


